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Jeanne wakatsuki houston family

(b. 1934) Writer Copies available in the following languages: Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston, co-author of the famed Farewell of Manzanar, was born in Inglewood, California, in 1934. The youngest of 10 children spent her early childhood in Southern California until 1942, when she and her family were in prison at a World War II concentration camp in Manzanar, California. In 1945,
the family returned to Southern California, where they lived until 1952, when they moved to San Jose, California. Houston was the first in the family to earn a degree. She met James D. Houston when she attended san jose state university. They married in 1957 and have three children. In 1971, his nephew, who was born in Manzanar, asked Houston to tell him what the camp was
like because his parents didn't want to talk about it. She broke down when she started talking to him, so she decided to write about the experience for him and their family instead. Along with her husband, Houston wrote Farewell to Manzanar. In 1972, the book was based on what her family had been through before, during and after the war. It has become part of a number of
school curricula for teaching students about the Japanese American experience during WWII. In 1976, he was nominated for an Emmy for outstanding writing in a drama. Houston continued to write with her husband and her husband. In 2003, her first novel, The Legend of the Fire Horse, was published. He also re-creators lectures in both university and community settings. In
2006, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston received the Excellence Award for her contributions to society from the Japanese American National Museum. (November 25, 2006) Discrimination racism WWII family Pearl Harbor shut down internment manzanar multi racial ralph lazo camps farewell manzanar culture issei festival first street little tokyo nisei week parade long beach relocation
relocated film frank chin awards hapa (Jeanne Toyo Wakatsuki Houston) Personal Born 1934, and CA; Ethnicity: Japanese American. Education: University of San Jose, B.A., 1956; also attended the Sorbonne, University of Paris. Politics: Democrat. Religion: Buddhist. Hobbies and other interests: Swimming, dancing, film. Linda Allen, 1949 Green St. #5, San Francisco, CA
94123. Career writer. A group worker and a juvenile probation officer in San Mateo, CA, 1955-1957. At the writer's residence, Bellagio, Italy, 1995. Judge, Kiriyama Book Prize, 2002-2004. Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston Member Writers Guild, Screen Writers Guild. Honorable Humanitas Award, 1976 and Christopher Award, both for the script farewell to Manzanar; the National
Women's Political Caucus Award; Wonder Woman Award, 1984; International Film Festival Award, Hawaii, 1989; creative arts, 1991-1992; Santa Cruz Ethnic Art Award, 1992; DeAnza College Honorary Degree, 1994; Rockefeller grant, 1995; Carey McWilliams Award, California Studies Association, 2000; Certificate of Praise for Literature and History, California Senate and
Legislation, and City of Los Angeles, 2001; Japanese American from Biennium 2002/04, Japanese American Civil League, 2004. Writings (With Husband, James D. Houston) Goodbye Manzanar: The True Story of the Japanese-American Experience during and after World War II Internment (nonfiction; see also below), Houghton Mifflin (Boston, MA), 1973, reprinted, 2002. (With
J.D. Houston and John Korty) Goodbye manzanar (screenplay), Universal/MCA-TV, 1976. (With Paul G. Hensler) Don't Cry, It's Only Thunder (nonfiction), Doubleday (New York, NY), 1984. Beyond Manzanar, and other views of Asian-American women (bound by One Can Think About Life after the Fish Is in the Canoe, and Other Coastal Sketches, by James. D. Houston), Capra
Press (San Francisco, CA), 1985. Legend of Fire Horse Woman, Kensington Publishing (New York, NY), 2003. Also co-author of teleigraj Barrio, with J.D. Houston, for the National Broadcasting Co. (NBC); And Melting point, with J.D. Houston, for Paramount Pictures. A fellow of essays, articles and reviews in periodicals, including Mother Jones, California, California Living, West,
New England Review, San Francisco Chronicle, Reader's Digest (Japanese edition), Der Spiegel (Hamburg, Germany), Dialogue (international edition), Los Angeles Times and San Jose Mercury-News. The work, presented in many anthropologists, including Ethnic American, Kendell-Hunt, 1978; Asian Americans: Social and Psychological Perspectives, Science &amp; Behavior
Books, 1980; Ethnic Lifestyle and Mental Health, University of Oklahoma, 1980; Common Ground, Scott Foresman, 1982; Crossing Cultures, Macmillan, 1983; Stock exchange College Reader, American Childhoods, Little, Brown, 1987; Racism and Sexism, St. Martins Press, 1988; A Gathering of Flowers: Stories about Being Young in America, Harper & Row, 1990; American
Mosaic, Houghton Mifflin, 1991; Listening to Myself, Anchor of Books, 1993; Growing Up Asian, Morrow, 1993; American Dragons, HarperCollins, 1993; Crowd: Intercultural Readings for Writers; McGraw-Hill, 1993; Dreamers and Desperadoes, Dell, 1993; Under The West Eyes, Anchor Books, 1995; Where Coyotes Howl and the Wind Blows For Free, University of Nevada Press,
1997; Literature and environment, Longman, 1999; And The Colors of Nature, Milkweed, 2002. Side-by-Side With the publication of the memoir Goodbye Manzanar: The True Story of the Japanese-American Experience During and After World War II Internment, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston became, rather unintited, a voice for the silent segment here According to a Los Angeles
Times reporter. The book, which Houston coauthoored with her husband, James D. Houston, describes the experience of Houston and her family as residents of an internment camp in Nevada, where Japanese Americans were forcibly fed during World War II. Generally read, the book has sold in more than a million copies since it was first published in 1973, and was made into a
film for television. In 2001, copies of the film were distributed to every public school and library in California as part of curricula that focus on history and civil rights. Born in California, Houston was just seven years old when her family of First and Second Generation Japanese Americans was dispatched to a Manzanar internship near the Sierra Nevada mountains. The Wakatsukis
were one of the first families to be interned there and one of the last to be released. Goodbye Manzanar describes the shameful experience and the damaging effects she has had on Houston's family, especially on her father. As the New York times critic noted, When Wakatsuki was too old to bend over from the humiliation of the camp.... His story is at the heart of this book, and
his daughter tells it with great dignity. As Dorothy Rabinowitz wrote in Saturday's review, Houston and her husband simply recorded a story about many complexities, a story that lacks either self-feeling or festive. A critic of the New York Times Book Review concluded that Manzanar's farewell is a dramatic one that speaks of one of the most extensive events in the history of the
treatment of its minorities in America. Silenced by guilt and shame, Houston was 37 years old before she felt comfortable articulating her feelings about internships. As the Los Angeles Times co-created, her experience felt as comfortable as when you were a rape victim.... You feel like you've done something. You feel like you're part of the action. Manzanar's farewell was among
the first works to publish a story about Japanese-American interns commissioned by U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Nearly a quarter of a century after the original publication, los Angeles Times correspondent Ajay Singh remained an accessible and unsensentimental work that shed light on a theme that was largely ignored in popular historys. In 1998, the U.S. government
formally apologized for interning 120,000 Japanese Americans during the war. Houston further explores the pest of Asian Americans after World War II in the 1985 book Beyond Manzanar and other views of Asian-American women. Through a combination of essays and short fiction, he describes the difficulties they have identified with other women in trying to assimilate within US
culture while preserving the tradition of their Japanese heritage. Her descriptions of how she handles this ... represent the most important assets of the book, commented James W. Byrkit in West American literature. Los Angeles Times Book Review co-writer Jonathan Kirsch, too, found the book worth pursuing. Houston writes about the sinkholes of myth and the expectations that
need to be stretched when a Japanese-American woman marries a blond Samurai, Kirsch wrote. Houston has since published several more books, including the legend of the fiery horse. Although the novel, the book hinges on the same floor as Manzanar's farewell in its focus on three generations of women living in a U.S. detention camp during World War II. In an interview with
the Asian-American authors, Houston discussed the difficulties she had with her fiction experience. When she wrote the first draft, she finished the book shortly before World War II. I couldn't write fictional accounts of war, especially about the camps. In the past, I could only write from my own memories, from the history of my family. Recently, however, I wrote three short stories
about fictionalized accounts of the camp. That's why in the second draft of my novel, I plan to go through the war, include war and camps. The book took Houston most of the 10 years to write because of the difficulty in fictionalizing the experience. It's like a sacred cow, an important communal experience for Japanese Americans, Houston explained in an interview with Annie
Nakao for the San Francisco Chronicle. I didn't know if fiction would be offensive. Despite the initial difficulties, much of the novelty centers around Manzanar are. Sayo, Hana and Terri are three generations of Japanese-American women who are imprisoned in a camp for interns. Sayo arrived in the U.S. in the early 1900s as a Picture Bride to another son of a wealthy family from
her hometown in Japan. Sayo is lucky enough to be married; She was born under the sign of the Fire Horse, an astrological sign that is extremely unhappy for women because it means that they will have strong, independent personalities. Sayo's role from the beginning is legendary; does not accept conventions and follows the heart to which it leads. She has children with her
husband, one of hers is Hana. When Hana grows into an adult, she marries a man who abuses her, but she can't find a voice and learn to stand for herself. Terri, Hannah's daughter, was a teenager when three women were sent with their families to the camp; He still finds his identity and resists the norm by befriending a young U.S. soldier. Although the camp resolves all the
interns in this, each woman finds something of herself during the experience. Talking about the novel with publishers Weekly collaborator Suzanne Mantell, Houston noted: I wanted to write a book that women would read and enjoy and identify, but they would learn to the end I still believe in stories. Critics also seem to believe in the power of Houston's story; Barbara Langsam
Shuman wrote in the post-dispatch of St. Louis that Houston's writing is lyrical, with vivid descriptive passages and characterizations that are both remarkable and true. Hiromi Goto found in an article for The Women's Book Review that while women's stories seem to only reveal more about themselves in relation to men, Houston's characters are not victims who only seek to
survive; there are women with an agency who will not allow history, political machinations or social pressure to dictate the course of their lives. In Singh's words, Houston believes that farewell to Manzanar is neither a preaching of political injustice nor an essay about the Constitution. It allows readers to enter the empathy experience. However, the message from the author is
nonetheless clear. To get up here today and talk about injustice is freedom, she explained to a group of students in the post-dispatch St. Louis post-dispatch. We, as Americans, cannot forget the injustices of history. Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston contributed to the SATA's latest autobiographical essay: Colors! Seeing the stages of my life as colors. Where did I get an idea like that? I
tracked him back in 1956, when I was 21, when I was working as a group counselor in a juvenile hall in Northern California. It was my first full-time job. I controlled teenage girls brought in for violating probation, running away from home and sometimes serious crimes, but most often it was a misdemeanor of irreparability. Jessica T. (invented name) was a racial mix of Filipino,
Samoan and French. One of the irreparables was brought into the courtroom for a stay of parole or, more specifically, for a fight. Jessica was well known to staff in Hillcrest. She was 16 and, from the age of 12, when she was booked to escape from foster care, she was a frequent visitor to the hall. When I got on the shift one afternoon, the other supervisors in the salon were
chatting about Jessica, mourning her fate, which they believed would be punishment for CYA (California Youth Authority). I never met her, but after the tone of the conversation, there was someone special, someone who I should be seriously negotiating with. Don't let that scare you see you, one of my colleagues said. She may grimas like a gorilla, but she's really a teddy bear.
When I unlocked the door to the recreation room, where the girls enjoyed their free time outside their otherwise locked kob, I was worried about meeting Jessica. A lot of music greeted me. I looked around the lively room. It wasn't hard to miss. The large, nearly 6-foot-tall, wired black hair bespoimated in the halo (an unusual hairstyle in those days before the 1960s), stood away
from the group, tapping his legs and Elvis Presley and Blue Suede Shoes. I introduced myself. I'm Ms . Waka. You must be Jessica. Jessica was brilliant. How come you're Ms . Waka? She pointed out, miss. Her voice was melodic and didn't match the piercing hostile eyes. I was waiting for her to get rid of her, trying to stay calm and control the situation. All the supervisors
shortened the names. Ms. Finlof was Finney. Mrs. Sulli-My mother and father, Riku and Ko Wakatsuki, Spokane, Washington, 1916van was Sully; Ms. Coulter was Coulty, etc. Because I was so young, only a few years older than some of the girls, the staff thought it would be more appropriate for me to call me Ms . Waka, instead of a nickname. I thought fast. Well, can you think
of a good name to call me? Her eyes flashed, met mine and looked away. Then she broke into laughter. I really can. Her eyes were kind now. I know you're really crazy to work in a place like this... It's really crazy. That's why we should call you Wacky. Since that day, I've been known as Wacky on Hillcrest. Staff said nick's name could be perceived as disrespectful, but since I
wasn't offended, the question was dismissed. The truth was, I liked to be seen as fun and pointless, which the nickname suggested. It was a very sober business trying to maintain a domestic atmosphere in the institution with locked doors, high cement walls, and regimental routines. I wanted to look frivolous to shed light on the responsibility and authority that the ring of keys so
loudly predicted from my waist. Jessica and I became friends. The court date when she learned that her fate was delayed was set, which meant she stayed in the courtroom for an unusually long time. I was working at the time, but I was working a few day shifts, which allowed for closer contact with the girls when they were out of school (kept in the hall). I discovered that Jessica
has an unusual artistic talent. I encouraged her to spend time drawing and painting, which she immersed herself with a lot of enthusiasm. Although I knew very little about art, art objects became our way of communicating. I'd say, Odvadush, today's a green day, so I paint the landscapes... You know, like Picasso or what his name is... even though I feel blue. Then she laughed,
opening her mouth full and brushing white teeth. I'd say, Jessica, use your blue period well. I throw away the names of artists I don't know. Like Rembrandt and Monet. They used blue. When she was upset and angry, she usually hurried down the hall after a visit with her parole officer, rhythmically shinging her fist into an open hand. Her face would be dark and mean. Although I
was sure he would never. that angry at me, I took into account her words, pointed with tattooing the letters LOVE on a fist pounding into her open hand. I brought her paints, paper and art books. That's how I've learned. Soon there's a river hall. and the walls of her room are covered with paintings, a shower of living colors – rainbows, flowers, butterflies, animals from the jungle.
The pictures weren't what a person who looked like Jessica expected. With wild hair, strong size and often tough vocabulary, she kept other girls at a distance. But with the staff, especially with me, she was gentle and humorous. One day, I was called into the office and i was subprimeed by an uncomfortable administrator who said I might be practicing favoritism. Maybe I identified
with Jessica. Given that I was at least 60 pounds shorter and 60 pounds lighter, the comment made me nonplused. What are you going to identify with? I asked innocent. He emptied his throat. You're both Asian, you know. You don't want other kids to think you're a race-thothing. I was smoth. That didn't get into my head. Speechless, and too unconscious at the time about my own
identity as an Asian American to react disgustingly, I just sneered my head and left his office. I was the only Asian supervisor of the group who worked in the hall during the day (a Japanese-American man worked in cemetery shifts). Asian delinquents were rare. The Orientals, as we were called at the time, were an exemplary minority who hid in a closet of respect, hoping to
become invisible in a society that still flows from World War II and Korea. Angry at this accusation, but still too young and inexperienced to fight against it, I decided to deal with the situation by withdrawing from Jessica. I tried to do it more subtle by working in a cemetery or in the morning, or if I was on shift during the afternoon, I would get involved in other activities. It didn't affect
her. Hey, Wacky, would you say, nice as ever, when are we going to take a picture of mural together? Let's go to Chicano... Like Diego Rivera! It's like she knew my torment, understanding institutions and teaming up better than I do. Then came the day when she was sentenced to california youth detention, the last stop on the road, which began in a foster home, she turned into a
convent and then into a juvenile hall. Her parole officer came to me. I would like to ask you a very unusual favor, she said. Jessica's going to be transported to Sacramento next week, and we're afraid she's going to turn around. I hate handcuffing her in the car. She said she wouldn't run if we could follow her. Miss Brown was heavy, but she also had a heart. No one wanted an
underage man trying to escape while being transported to CYA. The consequences can be terrible. I agreed to go. We left San Mateo this morning. stop for lunch at a popular restaurant outside Davis. As the last supper for death row in the death penalty, lunch at a fine restaurant was the last meal at the exits before the children were imprisoned by the state. They could order
anything they wanted - which was usually a hamburger, french fries and cok. Jessica ordered a salad. I'm really scared, Wacky, she said in a shia voice. Tears rolled down her cheeks. The driver of the car, another P.O. who returned to Sacramento, stabbed his cheeks with a handkerchief. She cried as much as Jessica. I later learned that it was not uncommon when the officers
transported the delik to cya. For them, when it comes to rehabilitation, it can also be the death penalty. I didn't cry and remembered the warning that she didn't recognize her. Then Jessica said, You know, Wacky, I get it. You used to be so bright. You were red, orange, purple and turquoise. And now you're escaping... You're like a color that eludes. When we brought Jessica to
Sacramento, I was oosed. After leaving the restaurant, she cried all the time, her big body shattering, as if she were driving a motorcycle. My last words were, Don't be afraid, Jessica, Van Gogh was crazy and Gauguin had a sponge. Look how famous they are! The absurdity of my statement made her laugh. She relaxed and actually smiled as she and P.O. walked west towards
the building. Before she walked in, she waved and screamed, Bye, Wacky. Stay colorful. RED Red permeates my fondest childhood memories. Primary and strong, her prints are vivid and illuminate the time that was low in the family. The youngest of 10 children, I was born in Inglewood, California, on September 26, 1934. That's when my father was farming what was on the
outskirts of Los Angeles at the time. Today, huge airlines reach for asphalt runways that cover the rich ground, where he has grown strawberries, green beans and lettuce. At this time, I have no concrete memories, only stories that are told within the family of farm life. My older siblings talk about how I used to get lost in a bean patch that spent hours in the middle of tall poles of
green beans, a bosphory waif, howling in a sudy forest while the rest of the family searched. I don't remember that, and that's how I'm happy. My family mentions the Thirties as a period of dust in history, dull and gray instead of the bright red i remember. You're so happy, Jeannie, they say, like I'm sorry. We had to eat cabbage sandwiches and put on cardboard shoes to cover the
holes in the under-the-pressure. I was born during the Great Depression. But when I was two, my dad turned to commercial fishing, and we moved to Ocean Park, a small coastal community whose main attraction was his amusement pier. Ocean Park Pier, it was long gone, it was our playground. This is magic city. With sweet vanilla cotton candy perfume, candied apples and a
saltwater taffy waving at noisy shooting galleries, and thrilling rides, neo-moon lights and weirdos bombarding my senses, it's no wonder my memories remain so vivid. The pier was my children's school, my nanny's fun companions. My kids in the neighborhood spent most of our days there. The slide, the gunfire and Ferris were banned, which was fine for me, because I saw too
many stunned spectators screaming with horror and vomiting on the rides. I'm so interested in someone wanting to be so excited. The freaks and tunnel horror were more my speed. Even though I wasn't supposed to go, I'd be squirming, wrapping my arms around someone's legs while I was staring at a bearded Jeanne, about five, at an arcade near Ocean Park Pier, California,
before the war and a Siame twin. I see a sharp picture of a pinhead dressed in a Japanese kimono, nervously twisting a squirming handbag with thin, blue eyes. He particularly found me because he was small, not much taller than me, and he wore heavy makeup, bright lipstick and powder for his face, which he failed to cover the purple five-piece shadow of his lower face. His hair
was dried into a small bun, from which japanese ornaments were suffocated. One day, looking at him - more aloostable than curious - he looked me straight in the eye. I remember the shock, the sense of pity, the bad feeling, and not understanding why. Now I know that these black eyes drew the first sense of compassion from my childish heart. I never came back, even when the
kids from the neighborhood and the family came home one day, enthusiastically describing a nerd who bit off chicken heads. I wasn't interested, and as it turned out – that's how the story ended – my sister Lillian got too close to the wild man and she got a piece of her hair out. Happy round was my favorite. A giant roan mare with a flowering me and jeweled saddles. I watched
them gallop past, the front legs slid gracefully in the air, rising and falling in time for nickelodeon manzanar, an internment camp for Japanese an ancestors during World War II, Owens Valley, California, 1944. I fell in love with marble mares, I never missed an opportunity to drive them, which was common, because the attendant allowed the gang to ride freely. I still feel the
smooth, cold porcelain of the muscular ediles, which I've been stroking and stroking on my daily hard drive. I was loyal to my inert friends for months until a new concession opened at the end of the pier. He was a living pony. A little white horse, hinged on a hip, which was posted in the middle of the circle. After riding around the circle, the children were then able to be
photographed posing in cowboy hats and pans or fur hats and. I was thrilled. A real living horse who can respond to mine Dedication! But it was expensive. I got in the way and cried to my mom to let me ride a pony. She finally gave up, but it was only after the decision about the painting in my new red coat that she bought for my older sister's wedding that it would be worth it. As if
karma had it, my bride had consequences. After riding in circles, proudly displaying my new coat, we stopped for a photo. For some reason, the pony got caught. I flew off the saddle on the floor. I screamed in the slurs, more scared of screaming adults and my mother's cries than falling. But it was traumatic. The smell of horse-drawn can still speed up my heart rate. I've never
seen a horse since... Except for fairs and amusement parks, where those shiny porcelain are like long-lost lovers. YELLOW World War II is a swirl of yellow. Yellow for the hot, dusty desert where I spent three and a half years in a camp for the Americans of Japanese fore preacess. Yellow for whistling storms and sharp dust storms that lashed the skin like needles and coated
everything, including our lips and eyelashes, with thick ochre powder. When Japan bombed Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, I was seven years old. The FBI came into our house and arrested my father on false charges that he supplied enemy Japanese submarines with oil from his fishing boat. He was being held at a federal prison in Bismarck, North Dakota. We haven't seen
him in a year. In April 1942, my mother, nine siblings (some were married), and I arrived at Manzanar, located on Highway 395 in Eastern California between Death Valley and Independence. The book Goodbye to Manzanar, by me and husband James D. Houston, refers in detail to my memories of the camp life. But the book was written more than 20 years ago, and the writing
about it was omiasm, healing the deepest wounds of this experience. Since then, other memories have risen to the surface. It wasn't until after the project that I remembered that my first experience with books took place in Manzanar. Before I went there, I remember having a fleeting acquaintance in kindergarten and first grade with readers and children's picture book. There were
few books in our home in Ocean Park. So, with uneasy astonishment, I looked at a huge pile of hard books, smoled in the center of a fire break near our village. In the first few months, there were no schools or libraries in Manzanar. And so, it seems, some of the charities that knew it sent books to the library's stock. Unfortunately, there were no buildings available to cover them,
so they were dumped in the middle of the premises between the 19th and 100th-floor buildings that remained open in the event of a fire. The pile was a huge mountain range, as big as a two-storey building. I've never seen anything like it. Kids, sliding over the slick side, clogging your feet between crevices. We played mountain climbing and war, throwing books at each other and
hiding in fox holes dug into the pages. It didn't occur to us to read the material that provided us with such a wonderful playground. But after a week or more of the prism mountaineers, a few storms and dust shaken our enthusiasm. The book hut, now overflowing up the hill, was abandoned. One sunny afternoon, as I walked through a burst of fire, he caught my eye. The book
cemetery was still the site, floating in the wind like earthy kite. I soon discovered the light source. Framed in shimmering golden gold, the scene of Rapunzel dropping long hair from the tower window shines from a book of fairy tales. I was in the entrance. Who was that pretty lady with the long yellow hair? I searched the book, and I found out I could read the print. That afternoon, I
sat in the middle of torn and water-ed wrecks and read every story in Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales. Until the books were removed to the empty barhouse that became our library, I explored the mountain time and time again, not adventurously, but searched and browsed through several stories of fairies, princes, evil stepmothers and jeweled kingdoms. It's like a group
picture of the interns in front of the Catholic Church in Manzanar. Jeanne, 10, was in the front row, who was shown by an arrow line looking for a second strike, jealously guarding my own nod, overtaking and inspecting until I found dozens of fairy tale books and took them home to our ware. It was my initiative in an imaginary world of written words. I've progressed from fairy tales
to secrets – Nancy Drew has become my idol. I read about Katrina, a Russian ballerina who rose from a starving farmer's past to the Palace of Caesar. I read some classics, The Scotsman, Deerslayer, The Pathfinder and even tried Wuthering Heights. At the age of nine and 10, the mind is resilient. She's open and curious. It's also shut down to survival. Books have become my
main form of recreation, my channel to worlds beyond the limited and monotonous routines of camp life. I look orange in the kaleidoscope and see the post-Manzanar period as essentially color orange – intense, condensed and rich – rich in memories of awakenings, social interaction outside the family. Puberty and hormones. Adolescents and social initiatives. When World War II
ended with the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, we were transferred to a defense housing project in Long Beach, California. Ironically, it was only a few miles from Terminal Island, the Japanese fishing community, where my father last fished before he was picked up by the FBI. For many years, the terminal island has been a unique ghetto, which has been housed by
Japanese fishermen and their families. Today it is part of the port of Long Beach and base Navy. Cabrillo Homes was a large cluster of brown square buildings, some two-bedroom with eight apartments and others long, low four bungalows. They were built for defense workers and families who crashed into California during the war, pumped by work in shipyards. When the war
ended, some returned to homes in the South, Midwest and East, but many remained still living in a housing project. What a different world! From a racially homogeneous community that had 1.5 km square meters, I entered a multiracial and cultural matrix, a ghetto where our only common denominator was poverty. It was my first experience of life among African Americans and
Latinos. We lived in Ocean Park in a Caucasian neighborhood, mostly Jewish and Italian. At Cabrillo Homes, I first met the Americans of Polish, Cuban and Mexican descent. I first heard twangs and drawing in the language of Oklahoma, Texas, Missouri, Georgia - even shreaded weeping Boston. Ah! Cabrillo Homes! A crossroads for America's hopes - halfway for American
economic and political refugees. We were an early experiment in intercultural life. In Manzanar, Glenn Miller and rising young swimmer Frank Sinatra were our musical idols. In a housing project, country-western music and Mexican ranchers were dazzling from open windows. I became a fan of Roy Acuff, Red Foley, Bob Wills and Texas Playboy. I learned to sing in Spanish and
mexican friends enthuse with editions of Tu Solo Tu and Ella, the popular rancherah sung by Jorge Negrete and Pedro Infante, and at the age of 11 I was pushed into this varied environment – a new stucco landscape, strange and somewhat intimidating but slightly bright orange. My first boyfriend lived across the street in front of me. Billy Fortner was blonde, blonde and blonde.
He was the only child whose parents came to California from North Carolina to work for the Navy. When mom called from Billeee's apartment... I envied him in her soft Southern lynx and wished my mother would call me with such tenderness and tenderness. But my mother, of course, would never dream of calling any of us publicly; She never raised her voice in the home. I
learned how to play bots and turn a bottle with Billy, Doris Jean and a few other youngsters in the neighborhood. I mention Doris Jean because she was a spy on our secret games. She lived in an apartment beneath his, part of a large building from which I felt excluded. Our apartment was in a long, low bungalow. Where the kids were playing across the street, it seemed to me that
there were no borders, a private club whose membership was in this complex. The main reason was that the families who lived there were all Caucasian and from the south. But Dan said: 'I had to ask my father if I wanted to work with her and the other kids. Honored by the invitation, I enthusiastically accepted it without even asking what the job was going to be. It turned out that
Doris Jean's father operated the cigarette vending machines he put in restaurants and bars around town. In those days, a box of cigarettes cost about two-and-a-half cents. The machines took quarters, which meant the change of customers should be three cents. Since the machines haven't changed, our job was cutting the cutting into the side of the cellulan wrap around the
pack and sliding three pence down on its side. He paid us 10 cents for the box. Doris Jean's parents were usually absent on Saturdays. When they were gone, we worked fast to play games that Doris Jean learned in Texas and taught us generously. Even though Billy was part of the neighborhood, he didn't stuff the coins because he was a few years older and had a paper trail.
He joined our after-hours nights, which upset the girls who all had a crush on him. I had my first kiss playing bottle spin. Billy spun and the bottle stopped. I remember there was a shinginess, excitement, curiosity and fear in the bathroom when we walked into the bathroom and closed the door. I don't know how to kiss, I whispered. Don't be scared, he said. Just close your eyes. I
pinched my eyes and waited for hours of touching on my lips, which was supposed to change my life forever. It was disappointing. His lips could be my own hand. But I liked the game, mainly because of its mystity. Although Billy's kiss never sent me in ecstasy, I loved him. He was always nice, and since I didn't have a bike like most other kids, he took me for a ride and even
offered to teach me how to manoeuvre. A few months later, I was shocked when Vernon Hicks came into our apartment with a message. Billy's leaving this afternoon, going back to North Carolina, conspiring to whisper and wanting to say goodbye to you. I was running across the street and thought the last game was going to be a bottle-throw at Doris Jean. But Billy was standing
by the stairs, dressed in new clothes. He told me to come behind the building. It was clear there would be no match. At first I hesitated, terrified by the thought of kissing me with choice, not by accident. But my love for gentleman Billy overcame my fear, and I joined him. Neither of us said a word. I closed my eyes and waited with my lips cleaned for a normal brush, a sweet but
faceless touch. This time it was different. He gently shked his face with his hands and kissed my lips... Not once, but three times... gently and slowly. I remember That's how they kissed in the movies. Then his mother's soprano voice called Billeee. Billeee... Go. Goodbye, Billy said, shaking my hand. He hesitated and waited for me to say something. But I couldn't respond. I was
frozen. I finally said goodbye, Billy. That's all I said. To this day, I regretted never saying what I wanted, write me or where are you going? Or I love you and thank you for being such a great first-timer. Billy disappeared from my life in a cab lined with a suitcase. Whenever I hear a soft Southern drawing or someone mentions North Carolina, I wonder about Billy, my blond and
freckled first love. I wonder where he went, what he's become, and if he ever remembered me. I was still living in Cabrillo Homes when the idea of becoming a writer was tempered. I was in seventh grade. Our junior high school was new and didn't have a journalism course from which to write and publish a newspaper. The search for writing talent began by writing an essay about a
memorable event in their lives. The winners would form a journalism class – if they wanted to – and publish a school newspaper and annually. I wrote about the grunion hunt in Ocean Park with my family before the war. On the night of the full moon, when she was tall, grunion was running. Small, silver fish, the size of an anchno, filled the waves, fluttered and swirled, gleeed in the
moonlight as my family picked them off the buckets. We cooked them and ate them there on the beach, a bright moon and a bonfire that turned the night into a twilight, while the balm of the Southern California breeze cooled the summer air. I was asked to join a journalism project. Until then, I didn't know what the word journalism meant. But I was insouth and enthusiastically put
into a new class. I soon became editor-in-chief of a school newspaper called Chatterbox. The step from reading fairy tales to editing a newspaper was great and, I see it now, this experience in junior high school was one of the key events in my life. The fact that I can write was clearly programmed in my mind by a wise teacher who knew about the validation of young people, about
targeting higher goals – even when circumstances do not seem to support it. In the late 1940s, when World War II was barely over, who would encourage a young Japanese-American girl living in a ghetto to ash out of the world to become a writer? Jeanne, at about 15 years old, as a junior at Long Beach Polytechnic High SchoolOnly an idealistic, honest person. I was lucky
enough to meet a person like that in high school, my English teacher. He planted the semo, but it's not many years. I continued to write for my high school newspaper in Long Beach and spent the first two years at San Jose State University working in journalism, i didn't have a tangible goal. In those days, Brenda Starr was a comic book character who was a glamorous newspaper
reporter. She was my idol in a childish way. I kind of wanted to be a journalist like her! It was a fantasy, of course. In his sophomore year of college, reality ignited. One day, I went to the headmaster of the journalism department to get advice on my major. I didn't know him very well because he only took one class, Press and the Public. I used to see him rushing around campus, in
his navy blue suit and tie, looking like he'd just wiped out the story of the year. I heard he was a pretty well-known newspaper correspondent before he came to San Jose State. I sat in his office, relentlessly room with yellow newspaper cutouts on the wall, scattered all over his desk. A little Persian carpet, gray with lint, covered part of the ground. Jeanne, what are you going to do
with your journalism degree? he asked. I really don't know, I replied. That's why I came to you. I think you want to be a journalist. He peed on me with blue eyes. I will be honest with you, my dear. Working to write newspapers is hard for men. It's almost impossible for women. I'm in a crush. I knew this was a difficult area for women, because there were only a few majors of us, but
I wanted to believe that becoming an Asian Brenda Starr was possible. I could switch to advertising. He continued when I didn't answer: He's still in the journalism department. My heart tone, I said, Oh, I don't think I'd like advertising. He was scratching his curly brown hair, grey in the temples. Without looking at me, he said, I can only tell you that we would have a very difficult
queue to try to get a job with a newspaper. Trust me, he hesitated. You're a woman... And you're Oriental. That's doubly hard. At first, I didn't know how to accept his words. Was he racially prejudiced? Was he kind, trying to avoid more catastrophic disappointment later? He gently said, Maybe you should think about changing your major. You're just a junior now, so there won't be
any trouble. I thanked him with tears and left the office. After a few days, I realized he was telling the truth. All Asians on campus were in charge in invisible areas – laboratory technicians, engineering, nursing, occupational therapy, secretarial - fields open to Asians for jobs. I decided to change my main role in sociology and social care. Three years before the conversation, my
family moved from Cabrillo Homes to the north to San Jose, where my father tried to find a future in agriculture the other day. San Jose in 1952 was the center of a lush agricultural region. Plum, apricot and Orchards crossed the Santa Clare Valley and were flowered with fragrant flowers in the spring. Compared to the difficult streets and bare landscape of Cabrillo Homes, San
Jose was a gentle and quiet, middle-income community enjoying its ecological wealth. My father raised strawberries – initially as a sharecropper with Driscoll Inc., and later himself. On a housing project, my friendship with two Mexican sisters and members of a car gang called the King's Men did little to communicate with my father's farm workers. They were from Mexico and didn't
speak English. I could speak Spanish, mostly street argot. When we first moved north, I was devastated. I liked fast street life and I found farming boring and unsophisticated. I missed my friends. When the Mexican braceros came to get the strawberries, I found solace in talking to them and singing mexican songs I learned at Cabrillo Homes. If I look at part of the green memory, I
mean Kalistra. Jovial, good Calistro! Middle-aged and married, he left his family in Chivava to earn money in El Norte. He had four children whose picture he proudly showed everyone he met, and he was a good musician who during a time-of-back strumming an old cracked guitar to entertain other workers. One day I noticed him sitting pained by the soaking smoke. I thought he
was cooling his feet in the water, running through an open wooden sink. As I approached him, I saw him light his shoes with cardboard to cover the big holes in his underho. I remembered the stories of my older sisters and brothers about depression, how they, too, knocked their worn-out shoes with cardboard again. I've always felt guilty about not suffering the withholding that
they had to endure. When I saw That Calistro had re-enacted this powerful family story, I decided to check it out. I bought him new boots. Needless to say, he's become a devoted friend. When I revealed that I could sing in Spanish, our friendship was sealed. When we picked up the berries under the relentless Californian sun, we sang to alleviate the hard work and heat. He
taught me happy songs called Mi Cafetal, which I can still sing today.     Aunque la gente vive griticando Me paso la vida son pensar en na Pero no sabiendo que yo soy el hombre Que tenga una hermosa y linda cafetal ... Even though people live criticizing a life I run so impeccly, they don't know that I'm a man who has a wonderful coffee plantation.... He liked bologna
sandwiches, and I liked the hot burritos they were serving for noon. We changed lunches. I always added a thick slice of garlic to the bologna sandwich, which he valued very much. When I made friends with the workers, I made friends with the first summer away from Long Beach. When the fall came and the braceros started leaving, I liked the pastoral. the clean green world of
Northern California. But I hate saying goodbye to Kalister. Jeanne and James D. Houston at their wedding on the beach in Honolulu, with Ed Kenny and Winon Beamer, who performed the Hawaiian ritual, 1957, the day he left, he brought me a present. Wrapped in a newspaper, there was a matchbox with a tiny crucib inside. The figure of Christ was silver, gentle and smooth, and
the cross was made of dark wood. I knew this was probably the most valuable possession of Calistra. I still have a crucifixion, safely stored with other fetishes for happiness that I've collected in recent years. Blue wedding. Blue diamonds, sapphires, sparkling turquoise light. Colors sow from deep pools and surging surf, mountain coastal valleys, lush rainforests – the jeweling
landscape of the Hawaiian Islands. I met Jim Houston in San Jose State. We were both the main journalisms with spanish minors, and so we had all the same classes. We started dating. After graduating, Jim went to Hawaii, and I stayed on the mainland and worked in hillcrest juvenile hall. After six months on the islands, Jim sent me Valentine's Day. It was an unusual card, a
long slender note with Be my valentine on the one hand, and you're going to marry me on the other side. I later learned that this leaf was used in Hawaii for ceremonial purposes because he had the power to bless and surrender. In those days, it took the mail from Hawaii at least two weeks. When Valentine's Day arrived, it was usually a lush green leaf of brownish scale. But the
message that was printed on it didn't lose a single piece of luster. A month later, after a 13-hour flight from San Francisco, I arrived in Honolulu at 7:00 a.m. That night, we got married during a spectacular sunset at the Kaiser Lagoon, now part of the Hilton Hawaiian Village complex in Waikiki. Jim and his friends had a deal for a few weeks, so our only job was to buy the ring, which
we did quickly that morning. We were married on the beach, where the only one wore the shoes of Reverend Sam Saffrey, who was fully dressed in a black robe, tie and suit. The Bible in hand, the sunset that laid off his glasses, underestimated the traditional part of the wedding. For the Hawaiian works, Winona Beamer and Ed Kenny, professional singers and dancers with whom
Jim befriended in Kona, performed a ritual of inspired, drumming and symbolic rituals. Both Ed and Winona are steep in their Hawaiian heritage and have been working for years to revive Hawaiian culture. When we got married in 1957, respect and recognition of indigenous cultures in the public consciousness was not as much as it is today. In fact, Winona recently revealed that it
was our first wedding ceremony to enchud her. It was awfully beautiful. They blew up shellfish shells – to the east, west, north and south. The track rang and planted a sheet. Sand. The burnt brown kalabash held the kukui nuts, rocks and shells that Winona graciously got, each symbolizing the quality that was given to our marriage – kukui nut for power, shells for protection, lava
rock for union. The last ceremony was draping long lei mails over both shoulders. Maile is a vine that grows in high rainforests, mostly on the Big Island and Kauai, and hawaiians appreciate it for its fragrance. Like The List You is often used for blessing rituals. We've been married for 34 years. Perhaps it is their mana, spiritual power, running through this lei maile that binds us
together in a powerful and unusual way. After holding a conference with my journalism teacher in San Jose State, I gave up hope of becoming a writer. I went into psychology and sociology and wanted to be a probation officer, those officers who worked in the community and oversaw delict on parole. Ironically, the same argument my journalism professor made to drag me away
from a writing career was also used by the head of the juvenile hall when I asked to apply for a job in this field. This district is not ready for the oriental P.O. especially the woman, told me an honest administrator. You're better off as a team supervisor. Jim's purpose since I knew him was to be a writer. When his request for marriage came, I was ready to give him all my ambitions
and to experience his writing as a support person. Besides, I was a woman in my fifties... And an American with a Japanese cultural background. It was no wonder living in the land of his shadow - a phrase I remembered from a Japanese poem. The seme, who became a writer, planted by my English teacher in primary school, was nurtured through high school and two years in
college became dormant. She stayed dormant for years as my priority shifted from a career for myself to my wife and mother. It wasn't until 1971, fourteen years after our marriage on the beach, that the thought of writing reseased. With Jim's encouragement and help, the long-buried seme is revived. Farewell to Manzanar, our collaboration was my re-entry into the world of
writing, except as Jim's most avid fan. Later in this essay I tell in detail how and why this change occurred. Gray and lavender Jim had a ROTC commission from San Jose State. Our honeymoon in paradise ended when he received orders from Texas to report for training at Lack-land Air Force Base, after which he would be sent to England. This fall I took a train across the US to
New York, where I boarded a Dutch liner for a five-day Atlantic crossing and my first visit to Europe. After the quiet blue of Hawaii, England was sharp, provocative and headache-free. Elegant silver, delicate lacy lacy dinghy. In many ways, I have found that England is almost Strange. The weather was a big factor. Apart from three harsh winters in Manzanar, I've never
experienced such a humid cold that penetrated through layers of wool straight to the bone. It was an eastern angl fog - a thick fog rising from the swamp and swamps that covered the countryside, sometimes never rising for weeks at a time. I got used to sandals and tennis shoes, cotton pants and t-shirts, and spent most of the day outdoors. I had to buy a new wardrobe, unusual
accessories like scarves, gloves, woolly underwear, and boots under the rune. There were days when I never stalling outside, unasulently leaving the warm hearth of the kitchen fireplace. Our first home in England was a 10-bedroom, four-hundred-year-old town hall. It's called The Roost, its rooms were small, some sizes of large closets. Jim had to make it through the door. It was
my first acquaintance with coal fires, musty oriental carpet and antique furniture. The corruption, the torn floors and the dark corridors reminded me of the scenes from Great Expectations, and I fully expected to see Ms . Haversham, sitting in one of the bedrooms- or the ghost, perhaps, Mrs Hawker, mrs. From Roost, who died there two years earlier. When we moved into the
home, we agreed with the rental agent to continue to allow the photographer to use the small cabin in the backyard as a darkroom. For a few months, we never saw the phantom neighbors. Then one rare warm and sunny day I sat outside in the courtyard. A very tiny woman emerged from a building that resembled a seldom and was inspired when she saw me. She had short grey
hair, thick and curly and a smooth olive complexion. Even from a distance, I was drawn to her smiling eyes, scouting hazelnut eyes that looked both rehealing and curious. As she walked towards me, I noticed she was limping. Her back was deformed, causing her to appear swung. I have to take a picture of you! She almost screamed. It's like lightning strikes! Before I could stop by
or even say hello, she was spinning around, and in an instant, she re-entered the dark room. When she showed up again, she was wearing a camera with a square box just short of a shoe box. She danced around me like a drunken elf. So you're Americans, she said, looking at me through the camera lens. But you're different, yes? You don't drive huge cars, so they look like
tanks. And where are you from? China? Japan? Shangri-la? Oh, what a beautiful picture this is going to be! She used to look from the lens, not into me, but into the sky. I later learned that he is famous for his soft natural quality of work. She never used artificial lighting, depending on the light from the sun. It's also nice to be shopping at mr. Kincaide's green shop and the meat
shop. Most Americans shop at your base and, indeed, maintain their Too warm. It's not healthy. By the way, dear child, my name is Bertl... Bertl Gaye. I was very stupid about that sprinkler woman. When I recovered to tell her my name, she said, But what a strange name you have... You don't look like Hooston. She's extended the oo. Aren't you a Chinese princess or a Samurai
warrior? I laughed and told her my father was from a Samurai family in Japan. Then I'll call you Sami, she said. It's better for you. Eldest daughter Cori, with Al Young, a writer and longtime family friend, in 1991 We had no idea who our photographer was, nor did we insue. Bertl must have known about us, the Americans. When we became friends, I learned that the air base was
not very popular with villagers – especially when the Americans brought in huge cars, Buicks and Hudsons, which are their narrow roads, and large refrigerators that blew up the wiring. And of course, there was a daunting possibility that the garbage planes that overtook overhead, sometimes broke their centuries-old windows, could carry nuclear bombs! Bertl was living across
the street, alone, except for the holidays and summer, when her son Adrian, then 14, came home from boarding school. I spent many afternoons and evenings in her spare but delicious house. I helped the garden, squeezed the afternoon tea and enjoyed many delicious meals with it. She introduced me with classical music... Bach, Schubert, Dvorák, Brahms. During many bitterly
cold evenings, Jim and I ran out and played Scrabble in her small living room, while Mozart's Eine Kleine Nacht Musik warmed our spirits. At the end of Jim's tour of England, she moved to Cambridge, where she rented a large apartment with rooms she could rent to students. That summer, she decided to deliberately embark on two German students attending an English course. I
was with her while Jim was traveling the mainland. That's a lesson, Sami. Watch what happens, she said. They'll wonder if I'm Jewish, but I won't tell them if they don't ask. Then we can talk. She said that without malice. I knew bertl had fled Austria in the 1930s and that her family had died in death camps in Germany. She never talked much about the past. At times, however, she
recalled her youth in Berlin and mentioned an acquaintance with Oppenheimer, Teller, Planck and Szilard. At that time, I did not recognize the importance of these physicists, and Bertl was never at their glory. But I knew she was a pacifist and strongly opposed to nuclear development. Bertl cooked the German students delicious meals. She helped study English. She took them to
concerts and picnics. I saw that they liked to enjoy her wisdom and wisdom. But there was no indictment. Then last week at school. And Bertl says, They're going to ask me Sami tomorrow. They are. At the Mara breakfast, the dark-haired one stunned Bert if he was Jewish. When Bertl confirmed it was, both girls started crying. Why are you crying? she said softly. It's not your
crime. But you have to go home and tell your parents that you spent the summer with a Jew, a Jew who didn't spit on you and treat you well. Then they can wee, not you. They've accepted Bert. How can you show respect for me is the fight against a nuclear bomb. No bombs! Go back to Germany and protest against this madness! Years later, I heard from Bert that Mara had
become a peace activist. Now I see that my time with Bert taught me that I'm a second-kind activist. I believe in peace, too, and I'm a nuclear weapon. But Bertl had the greatest lesson for me about forgiveness, understanding and tolerability. Today, I try to express these values in my writing. I'm trying to live them in my life. Bertl Gaye, my Austrian bodhisattva, will always remain a
shining silver light in my memories of England. VIOLET In 1961 we returned from Europe after three years in England and nine months in Paris, France. Our eldest child, Corinne, was born, followed six years later by twins Joshua and Gabrielle. When Cori was 18 months old, we moved from Palo Alto, where Jim attended graduate school at Stanford, to Santa Cruz, where we live
today. One day, my nephew came to see him, who went to the University of California-Berkeley. It was 1971. He was on a sociology course and for the first time in his life outside of talking to the family, he heard about Manzanar. My aunt said, You know I was born in Manzanar, and I don't know anything about this place. Can you tell me about this? Of course, I said. But why don't
you ask your parents? I didn't hesitate to talk about the internship camp and wonder why he couldn't get information from them. I am, Aunt, but they seem unsasy to talk about it. It's like i shouldn't be asking questions or there's a skeleton in the closet. That's weird, I thought. Then I started telling him about life in the camp – schools, outdoor cinema, baseball games, judo pavilions,
dances and beautiful rock gardens. Whenever my family came together and we happened to be talking about camp, we joked about uš food, dust storms or large-scale showers, or we could easily talk about recreational activities. I told the same story again to my nephew in the same superficial way. He wanted to make me look like he'd never seen me before. Aunt, you're telling
me all this bizarre stuff. How did it feel to be so closed? I was stunned for a moment. He asked me a question no one's ever asked himself before. Feel? How did I feel? It's the first time I've dropped a protective cover of humour. I let myself feel. I started crying. I couldn't stop crying. He was shocked. What did he do to send me into hysterics? I was embarrassed, and when I gained
control of myself, I told him I'd talk to him some other time. But now I understand that his parents didn't want to discuss the issue of internship too deeply. During that time, I was an aunt to thirty-six nieces and nephews. Seven were born in the camp. I realized that no one knows about their birthplace, Manzanar. Because I found it too painful to talk about it, maybe I could write a
memoir, a history – just for my family. I haven't written in years. I was trying to get started. But I found myself in tears, I can't concentrate. Did I have a nervous breakdown? Apparently, the innocent question of my nephew, the question he had the right to ask, opened the wound that I denied ever existed. I turned to Jim. It's hard to write these memories. What memories are these?
I didn't tell him about my project. What's the problem? Awkwardly, I explained: 'I can't stop crying when I want to write about Manzanar. I think I'm going crazy. Let's talk about it, he said, now besoped. Through tears, I told him what I could do. It was the first time I was emotionally honest. I remembered feelings of loss, shame and humiliation, rage, sadness. He sat quietly and
listened. Then he said, Our twins, Gabrielle and Joshua, with our friend Rebecca at Cori's wedding in Santa Cruz, 1991, she met you for almost 20 years, married to you for 14 years... And I never knew you were carrying all this around. It's not something to write just for your family. It's a story that everyone in America should read. So began our participation in farewell to Manzanar
and my return to writing. We worked together for a year; I spent hours talking to the tape recorder. we interviewed family and other interns; We've been researching libraries. When the book was published in 1973, my life changed. It spent a year in those three years of my childhood, and his death was as therapeutic as years with a psychiatrist. I was proud of my heritage. I've



rediscovered my ability to write. I realized I could no longer hide in the land of my husband's shadow. With Jim's encouragement and support, I left a comfortable home security area and went to the open field. I started writing again. Purple. Ah! Purple. It's my favorite color. A mixture of red and blue. How to fit that red from my happiest childhood memories and hawaii's blue and
wedding sparking in order to produce the purple period of my life! Red for ground floor, power, yin power. Blue for expression, communication, yang power. Violet for ghost, fusion of jina and yang. I don't know what happened to Jessica, a friend of the Hillcrest juveniles. I hope she's some kind of extraordinary artist. Wherever he is, I and thank her for the friendship that inspired
these memories. Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston contributed to this report from CA in 2005. As soon as my husband and I received copies, we sent one to John Korty, a renowned filmmaker from the Marine District north of San Francisco who had just received 11 Emmy nominations for his television movie Miss Autobiography. We thought John would be the perfect director to turn our
book into a movie. The unknown later learned that he had received several copies of individuals who knew of his long-standing interest in internships of Japanese Americans during World War II. A week after we sent the book, one night we returned home from a social event to let us know that he had received a phone call from someone named John Korty. We were excitedly
asked: Well... What did he say? Did he leave a number? What did he sound like? Our seven-year-old son apologized and said you know why he's calling. And we did. My husband I started working with John Korty writing a script for a television drama based on Farewell Manzanar. It was my first script-writing experience, and the world of Paul Hensler, signed by Don't Cry, It's Just
Thunder, Jeanne was watching in the background, the 1984 film. We were very fortunate that John wanted us to get involved in the project without writing the script. I consulted about casting family characters, and Jim and I were both present on the actual set, something that directors rarely allow. The revival of childhood was emotionally strong. Seeing the extras that were actual
internees themselves playing the roles of their parents, grandparents, or relatives was very touching, and there was almost no dry eye on set. The film's artistic director has transformed the rest of Tulelake, an in-house camp located in Northern California near the Oregon border, into an angrily familiar city of the past. In 1975, the film Farewell to Manzanar premiered on NBC, and
the screenplay was nominated for an Emmy award and later received the Humanitas Award. It was the first television film starred The Asian American actors, who played the roles. After the film aired, Jim and I were contracted to write two more scripts for television: Barrio, a three-generation story of a Mexican-American family; and, in the face of a movie, that he was not going to
be the first woman to do this. and The Melting Pot, about two young Cubans who crossed into America during the Freedom Fleet in May 1980. Then, in 1983, I received a surprising phone call that brought me back to narrative writing. Candace Lake, one of the literary agents who was filming farewell to Manzanar, asked me if I was Be interested in The Author in Fukuoka, Japan,
interview an elderly ex-geisha with an interpreter, a 1992s vietnamese veteran who had an extraordinary story to tell. A Vietnamese vet? I asked in an uneasy question. What interest or talent did I have to write about the Vietnam War? I'm sorry, Candace, I said an apology, I don't think I'm a person. But it's also about the kids... Orphans. That's what I was interested in. And when
she mentioned that the orphans were Ameres, descendants of American GI and Vietnamese, commonly referred to as the children of dust, she had my full attention. She quickly added: 'There are two Vietnamese Catholic nuns, both Paul (an American veterinarian) and I think his co-worker should be a woman because nuns are an important part of the story. That stunned him.
The following week, I met Paul Hensler, who started another participating project that lasted a year; However, this time cooperation would be different from the participation of the writing Farewell to Manzanar. In many ways, Jim acted as a psychiatrist, warned me back to childhood memories and, ultimately, to the father of the traumatic experience of internship. I gave the contents
of the story, and he was a master at writing. With Don't Cry, It's Only Thunder, the title of Paul's story, the partnership was the opposite. Just as Jim helped me gain painful memories, I became a mirror that Paul was thinking about. Working with Paul was a wonderful experience and also a learning experience. I've gained a deeper understanding of the Vietnam War, the war I've
protested and avoided, I've never personally known anyone who'd experienced it firsthand. Paul's comic fools and sense of humour made me laugh all the time, but his spiritual power and deep sympathy for the children really extended my narrow view of American soldiers in Vietnam and taught me how an innocent 18-year-old was forced into me – not by fighting in the jungle with
guns, but by caring for an abandoned 18-year-old. starving bad orphans. This year I not only improved my writing skills, but I was exposed to a world other than motherhood, family and the Japanese-American experience. In 1984, I returned to roots and began collecting the oral histories of Japanese first-generation immigrants, issei, and was particularly interested in picual brides,
women whose marriages to males were already arranged in Japan by match-players. Because of the laws of wrong dissent, males were unable to marry the Caucasians, and because there were few Japanese in America at the end of the 20th century, they had to rely on rivals from their own villages. The photos were exchanged, and if the parties agreed, the male paid for the
bride's passage to America with an intermediary in Japan. When I was in Honolulu, where Jim was studying at the University of Hawaii, I learned that there were older pictures of the bride in Kuakin Hospital. I don't speak Japanese, I recruited a translator to get permission to visit and interview these women. What a surprise! It wasn't just their willingness to talk about their past, but
also the richness of the stories they told. Passion, betrayal, revenge and unrequited love have filled the footage, such as scripts for a great kabuki drama. Whether the stories were true or created from their imaginations were wild and fascinating. I saw the uniqueness of this material, how it blew up the stereotypes of a submissable, loyal and friendly Japanese woman from the
beginning of the twentieth century – which often held the beliefs of many, including me. Who would tell these strange stories? Would you just be left as a relentless memory of a disinguous group of women who disappeared before my eyes lost to future generations? I had vague ideas about writing a novel that focuses on the picture bride, but after interviewing, despite the ideas of
conspiracy and adventure, I realized that I had little understanding of the inner powers that maintained these characters. Luckily, I was given the opportunity to find this foundation when I went to Japan for six months on a scholarship for us-Japanese creative artists to explore the novel. Before I boarded, I decided to take an intensive course on the Japanese language and learned
a few phrases of survival and the magic words of sumimasen (pardon me), which I was told would untie even the most relentless violation of manners. Officials of the scholarship program warned: It may be difficult for you. You look Japanese, so they'll expect you to speak well and know how to behave. At Narita Airport, I was waiting at a checkpoint with other passengers, mostly
citizens returning from America. In my mind I practiced sentences that I remembered, phrases that explain my pitiful commanding language, generously accentuated by sumi-masseuse. I smiled with the cheerleader's openness to Jeanne with my friend Jane Yamashiro in Hot Springs, Yufuin, Japan, a 1992 young companion who sported thick green aviater spectacles and a
striped Ivy League tie. Before I could use my carefully practiced phrase, he said in perfect English. Your passport, please. Why didn't he speak Japanese to me? Sumimasen, watashi-wa-american-jin desu. Know. Back in BBC English. Can I have your passport? Later, I learned from Japanese friends and strangers that there was no obvious explanation that I looked different – an
older woman with long curly hair and dressed in a brightly coloured dress. No navy blue dresses or gray suits for me. They said the Japanese work with kokora; feel attitude, social status and sensitivity levels– not but with feeling. Essence. This idea was at odds with the stereotype I had about the Japanese as very polite, quietly conservative, practical and understated. Feeling? At
the bottom of the list. I soon learned that I had confused the feeling with emotion, noting that because they were less outwardly expressing emotions, the Japanese were not interested in feelings. By the end of my life, Kokoro had become an invaluable concept that helped me understand culture. A practical example of this concerned cyclists. One of the most enigma-like and
insuasurable phenomena I've ever encountered was hordes of cyclists risking their way through pedestrians full of pavements. More than a few times, two-wheeled carriers in dark suits shouted to a halt as I stood in the way, paralyzed by the sights of their rural faces being carried as if I was invisible. I soon learned that cyclists had the right to go. It seemed crazy as I noticed that
there was no consensus on which direction or on which side should traffic for pedestrians or cyclists should run! For me, it was total chaos. But I've never witnessed a collision. It was angrily how pedestrians and cyclists seemed to know the presence of another, rather than operating with radar. Kokoro, their extreme sensitivity to the surroundings, the diligence that permeates so
much culture. This can be explained when we realize that Japan is the size of California with a population almost four times its size, more than 120 million. Reflections, politeness and kokoro – who think with heart – are basic for interactions and psychic survival in this small, crowded and beautiful country. Six months in another country is not entitled to pronounce its culture, and I
don't want to do that. What I learned was mainly about my own identity, which I was no longer who I am. I didn't dissuad a single layer of my psyche or find another whole thing. I haven't discovered any new dimensions of my Japaneseness. I discovered that all the parts of me that are Japanese were long gone by my parents and other early immigrants. And I was astonished to
learn that these transplanted habits – many still living in America today – had almost disappeared in Japan. Some of the food still served today at holiday gatherings, some dances still danced at seasonal celebrations, surviving now only in remote agricultural and fishing villages, the remnants of the rural regions from which early immigrants came. After returning from Japan,
burdened with research that would help me determine the character of an overly beautiful Japanese peasant culture, I began to write a novel. My first idea was to tell the story of one picture of a bride who came to America in 1902 and, from then until the bombing of Hiroshima in 1945. I started writing. As I approached World War II, I found myself delaying and searching for other
projects She took me away from the novel. After two years of this I found out that I wrote almost 500 pages, but it got stuck in 1910! I had to face the fact that I was resisting getting into World War II because I had to deal with an internship. I just wasn't ready for it. Emotionally, it was safer to stay in a period that was completely beyond my own experience. Besides, I was worried
that with the fiction of an event so important in Japanese-American history, I might be trivialize. I didn't want to be irrelevant – not that the intern was a sacred territory in the annals of the Community of Japanese American History – but I realized that I still had emotional problems with this experience and that there was no comfortable fiction. I left the project for a while and started
writing short stories with a trainee as part of the narrative. I slowly shwung back into the novel and decided to completely rew but not. Instead of one character, an image bride, I expanded the narrative voices to three: grandmother, daughter and granddaughter; and experience with traineeships have become a centrepiece. I also wanted to somehow incorporate the Native
American experience, not my own history, but its resemblance to japanese-American. To some extent, the retention of Japanese Americans during World Year II is compared to migration and isolation in the reservations of the Native Americans. In the case of Manzanar, the Paiute lived on this earth for centuries. In the early 1850s, they were deported by white farmers who were
driven to the Los Angeles County Power and Water in the 1940s. Thus, the city of Manzanar experienced the displacement of three groups of people. We can imagine the energy surrounding this area of high desert land. I felt it when I visited the ruins, and other individuals who visited the site mentioned spiritual feelings there. I have strong childhood memories revolving around
indian stories in the camp. We searched for arrows in the sand fires and explored any word of Indian ghosts. One of my more pleasant recalls is the time when an Indian companion, all festively dressed in a native costume, came to the compound and danced for us. I thought it was important for me to incorporate Indian sensibility into my novel, creating Cloud, a paiute native. In
terms of the structure of the novel, I decided to sample it according to the style of Kabuki drama – in five acts. By giving the narrative kabuki sensibility would allow me to create heroic characters that were more mythical than realistic, so that the book would not be treated as true history – except for the actual fact of internment. The legend of the fiery horse woman was published in
2003. Many ask about the title of the book, I think a fiery horse woman refers to an Indian legend. I explain that the firehorse is a sign in the Asian astrological calendar where, depending on the year in which one is born, an animal sign is given – such as Tiger, Snake, Goat, etc.). The Horse with the Flame element is the most devastating for a woman. The qualities attributed to
Horse - independent, determined, passionate and dominant - desir-Jean and James in Fiji, 1998 for men - were very negative for women. But I found this sign a powerful metaphor for how in America these attributes were necessary for survival for both women and men. So my main character, a picture of a bride from Japan, a fiery hobbyist who has to wear these qualities inside
herself in order to overcome the many trials she faces in America. I mentioned the oral history of ISSEI women earlier. Unlike immigrants from other parts of Asia (Philippines, Hong Kong, India), who were familiar with the English language because of the colonization of Western powers, English was strange and difficult to them. For many years they struggled to survive and raise
their families, so they did not have the opportunity to cultivate literary skills. They had to wait for the children and grandchildren, someone younger to come, to tell the storyteller. My ambition for a novel was to find a way to give voice to these women. I like to think that this is one of the things we can do as writers: we speak on behalf of others who don't speak; give your voice to
those who came before us and didn't have a voice. Voice.
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